“Explaining the Carter administration’s Israeli-Palestinian Solution”1
Diplomatic History, forthcoming
At the Camp David summit in September 1978, the Carter administration detailed
the nucleus of what was to become the dominant approach for addressing the question of
Palestine. In “The Framework for Peace in the Middle East,” the United States supported
a gradual resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict instead of immediate Israeli
withdrawal, Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) involvement, and Palestinian
statehood alongside Israel. The U.S. position was at odds not only with most members of
the League of Arab States but also with most other members of the international
community.
Understanding the U.S. position under President Jimmy Carter is much more than
just an assessment of Carter’s policy. Rather, it is really about understanding the heart of
the U.S.-led peace process for the last several decades. Carter’s policy is especially
important because Carter administration ideas ended up being the core of the largest
effort to date to solve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the Oslo process (1993-2001), even
though the Oslo Declaration of Principles was negotiated without U.S. mediation.
Furthermore, some of Carter’s policy arguably remains the basis for the peace process
even into the Barack H. Obama administration 30 years later.
The most compelling explanation for the core elements of Carter policy is that
U.S. officials accepted similar ends but favored different means than most other
countries. Contrary to later critics, the United States under Carter did oppose Israeli
occupation and settlements. But it chose a different policy path than the international
community to express that opposition for two reasons. First, the Carter administration
thought that its pathway had a higher likelihood of successfully addressing the Palestinian
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issue. Second, Carter did not want to foreclose a possible Egyptian-Israeli treaty by
holding out for greater Israeli concessions on the Palestinian front.
This explanation is a better fit with the evidence than that the United States under
Carter supported Israeli occupation and settlements and sought to create a political
process as a cover for continued Israeli expansion. The latter explanation wrongly
assumes the Carter administration had no concern for Palestinian rights. Those rights did
not trump Israeli concerns in American eyes, but they were meaningful nonetheless.
What Carter did not do, however, was pressure or coerce Israel in an effort to
compel Israel to implement the U.S. approach. In other words, when Israel under Prime
Minister Menachem Begin neither stopped settlement expansion nor began a partial
withdrawal from the West Bank, the Carter administration did not engage in an all-out
battle with Israel. U.S. officials protested and continued to try to modify Israeli policy,
but Washington did not impose any lasting material sanctions.
The first section of this article considers three previous interpretations of Carter’s
policy on the Palestinian question. Using archival sources, interviews, memoirs, and
secondary histories, the second section studies the Carter record on withdrawal,
settlements, and Palestinian rights. The evidence suggests Carter officials were serious in
their effort to resolve the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In the third section, the paper
addresses the Israeli position and how that shaped U.S. policy and its hope for a
transformative process. The conclusion notes the pragmatic flavor of Carter’s approach.

I. Critics of Camp David
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Assessments of the Carter administration’s policymaking on the Palestinian
question have followed at least three different pathways: praise for achieving the most
that was possible, criticism of a vague and unworkable solution, and hostility for putting
an American imprimatur on Israeli expansionism. This section presents the first two and
then delves more deeply into the third one. The detailed evidence in this article supports
an understanding most similar to the first one, praise for what was possible, but this
article also expands on the transformational intent of Carter policy that has not been
addressed by previous works.
Mark Tessler, John Dumbrell, and Erwin C. Hargrove did not claim the
agreement was perfect. But each one suggested Carter achieved the most that was
possible given that Begin would have chosen no agreement over one in which Israel
accepted withdrawal from the West Bank, the closure of settlements, or PLO
participation. According to Tessler, Egypt could correctly claim the framework was
vague because Jordan and the Palestinians were needed to fill in the details; the process
was explicitly designed for them to join after Camp David. Moreover, the document’s
wording did not “preclude” a result that would be acceptable to Palestinians.2 Dumbrell
noted the “vague transitional arrangements for the government of Gaza and the West
Bank.” But he concluded that the agreement was, “in terms of what was feasible and as
the various memoirists of the event make clear, an extraordinary achievement for Carter’s
personal diplomacy.”3 Hargrove also noted the critics, but added, “Given American
domestic politics and Israeli intransigence there was perhaps no alternative.”4 Many
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analysts praised Carter for the Camp David accords and Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty
without getting into the specifics of the Palestinian question.5
A second set of scholars have questioned the agreement and highlighted its
limitations more than its possibilities. They did not see it as workable. In a brief critique,
Gaddis Smith noted the framework for peace was “ambiguous” and did not bridge the
differing Arab and Israeli interpretations of security and Palestinian rights. Thus, “there
was little chance that the ‘framework’ would achieve its objectives.”6 Begin, Stanley
Hoffman explained, prevailed on countless issues:

Begin succeeded in forcing [Egyptian President Anwar] Sadat to abandon the link
between the Israeli-Egyptian peace settlement and the future agreement about
Palestinian autonomy. He preserved his freedom of maneuver about the
settlements in the occupied territories, kept the PLO out of the picture (and
beyond America’s reach), interpreted the Camp David accords on the West Bank
and Gaza in the most restrictive way, and excluded Jerusalem from all
discussions.

In short, what Sadat “achieved for Egypt conceded to Israel not only regional military
supremacy but continuing control of the West Bank and Gaza.”7 Lastly, for Burton I.
Kaufman and Scott Kaufman, Carter established a basis for talks, and, they asked, “what
better alternative was there?” Yet in the final analysis, the problems outweighed the
possibilities: “The fact remains, though, that the Camp David agreements were
dangerously vague, [and] that they were based almost as much on faith as on a hard
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assessment of Middle Eastern politics.” Their conclusion was much like Hoffman; the
Egyptian-Israeli treaty “had been reached only by avoiding the two crucial obstructions to
a meaningful peace in the Middle East: Palestinian autonomy and Israeli withdrawal from
the occupied territories.”8
This article supports and expands the claims of the first group and challenges the
stance of the second group by amassing a large body of evidence on Carter policymaking
and by noting the way in which Carter officials hoped to change the Israeli calculus in the
medium term. The Framework for Middle East Peace, designed to address the Palestinian
question, had limitations and, as history demonstrated, was not enticing enough for the
PLO and Jordan. But the Carter administration developed an alternate pathway that tried
to take account of Israeli policy while still leaving room for a positive Israeli-Palestinian
outcome. Carter officials saw the Palestinian problem as a political issue, not just a
humanitarian one. The next sections of this article offer detailed support, including
documents and oral history, of the way in which the United States hoped to circumvent, if
not transform, the Israeli position. The article tries to carefully differentiate between the
Egyptian-Israeli track and the effort to address the Palestinian matter. But before turning
to that material, the article presents a third perspective, the most negative reaction to the
agreements. It is especially important as it was the viewpoint of many Arab policymakers
in the aftermath of the agreements.
Coming out of the Camp David summit, the United States hoped to win additional
Arab support for the accords and the process for addressing Palestinian needs, but Jordan,
the PLO, and Saudi Arabia all expressed opposition. Many observers saw an Israeli-U.S.
maneuver to paper over the continued growth of the Israeli settlement project. This
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criticism was not limited, however, to the immediate aftermath of Camp David. It came
to frame one of the major perspectives on the entire peace process for decades to come:
an American-Israeli conspiracy to prevent Palestinian self-determination and ensure
Israeli control of the West Bank.
In public, the Palestinian establishment reacted negatively to the Camp David
agreement. Anwar Sadat, Egypt’s president, “was widely accused of having made a
separate peace with Israel in return for a sellout on the West Bank, Jerusalem and other
issues.”9 Yasser Arafat, the PLO’s chief, complained: “Sadat has sold Jerusalem,
Palestine and the rights of the Palestinian people for a handful of Sinai sand.”10 The
Camp David framework was merely a “reincarnation” of Begin’s plan of December
1977, a limited version of Palestinian self-rule.11
Though Cyrus Vance, U.S. Secretary of State, traveled to Jordan and Saudi
Arabia immediately after the summit, both countries rejected the accord because it did
not guarantee Israeli withdrawal and did not embrace the Arab position on Jerusalem.12
Jordan’s King Hussein explained: “What has come out of the general framework is a fig
leaf for the Begin plan. Pure sugarcoating. Look at all of Begin’s statements: Israeli
troops to stay for an indefinite period. Settlements, too. What’s transitional about that?”13
Jordan did not want to “act as Israel’s policeman on the West Bank.”14 Hussein’s
language is especially noteworthy; not only did he disagree with the accord, but it was a
“fig leaf” with “sugarcoating.” It was contrary to the Arab position – and thus a bad
agreement – but the signers were trying to make it appear good. Jordan wanted different
substance as the King “thinks he could not get involved again with the West Bank
without an Israeli commitment to end its occupation completely within a fixed period of
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time. There also had to be accommodation on East Jerusalem beyond Israel's fig-leaf
proposal to restore Arab sovereignty over the holy places.”15 In November 1978, when
the Arab League formalized its opposition to the accords, Jordan joined with other Arab
opponents.
Writing in the Journal of Palestine Studies, Fayez Sayegh concisely encapsulated
much of the Arab reaction. Camp David, he argued, legitimized the Israeli occupation
and Israeli expansionism while starting a process wholly biased toward and controlled by
Israel:

The Camp David Framework thus bestows American-Egyptian “legitimacy” upon
continued Israeli occupation of the Palestinian areas in question for years to
come….Thus, thanks to the Camp David “Framework for Peace,” an Israeli
occupation which the entire international community has for eleven years been
declaring illegal will now be enabled to maintain itself in the Palestinian
territories concerned as a “legitimate” occupation for several more years, if not
permanently!16

Sayegh went on to note that the agreement did not seriously address Israeli settlements or
ensure that the core issues would be addressed during future autonomy negotiations.
Instead, the framework created “a process of change in which Israel and Israel alone can
determine both the directions and the pace of change.”17 The inclusion of the idea that
Palestinians had “legitimate rights” was done as “an act calculated to seduce the
Palestinians and lull their supporters.” In reality, Camp David precluded Palestinian self-
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determination, sovereignty, or the establishment of a Palestinian state; at most, the
process would lead to a fraction of the Palestinian people on a fraction of their land with
a fraction of their rights.18 In a sense, the argument was that Camp David laundered
Israeli policy.
Other writers echoed Sayegh’s perspective on the Camp David process. In his
memoir, Mohamed Ibrahim Kamel, Egypt’s foreign minister at the time of the summit,
told of expressing his concern to Sadat that in the proposed agreement, “the West Bank
and Gaza remain in the possession and under the domination of Israel. The latter will then
proceed to implement its schemes for the final annexation of those territories.”19 The
accords “condemned the West Bank and Gaza to a permanent status of subordination,
with less real authority than a Bantustan,” wrote Naseer Aruri.20 “In the final analysis,”
Janice Terry wrote, “the Camp David framework and separate Egyptian-Israeli treaty led,
not to peace, but to the continuation of Israeli domination over the occupied territories
and to the 1982 war in Lebanon, hence to the continuation of the Palestinian struggle for
self-determination.”21 The process served to entrench, not dislodge, the Israeli
occupation. At the Camp David talks, Donald Neff contended, “Carter essentially
abandoned any effort to aid the Palestinians.” Carter traded the Palestinian issue for an
Egyptian-Israeli deal.22
Verbal attacks on the peace process continued even after Camp David as the same
ideas continued to anchor the U.S.-led peace process. Some scholars criticized the broad
contours of U.S. policy on Palestine as it was concretized in agreements that included
linked stages, Palestinian self-rule, and modified Palestinian representation. According to
Timothy Mitchell, the United States “helped prolong” the Arab-Israeli conflict because
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instead of adopting the Arab/international program for two states, the United States
“promoted a series of agreement between the occupying power and the people whose
land it occupied – the 1979 Camp David accords, the 1993 Oslo accords, and the 2003
Road Map – all of which left the occupation in place.”23
That critics took a similar approach to the Oslo agreement (1993) as they did to
the Camp David (1978) framework is not surprising at all, given that the former drew
heavily from the latter. The two most prominent defenders of Palestine in U.S. academia,
Edward Said and Noam Chomsky, had similar reactions. Said saw the same situation:
“What the Americans and Israelis were doing was to get Palestinian consent to this
repackaging of the occupation. It’s been presented to the public as moving towards peace,
whereas it's been a gigantic fraud.”24 Chomsky compared Oslo I to South Africa under
apartheid. His point was that the fragmented territory and limited political responsibility
was far short of Palestinian aspirations for an independent state in part of mandatory
Palestine.25 In a pithy and provocative summary of decades of the U.S.-led peace process,
Avi Shlaim highlighted the real success: “The so-called peace process has been all
process and no peace. It is worse than a sham. Peace talks that go nowhere slowly
provide Israel with just the cover it needs to pursue its relentlessly expansionist agenda
on the West Bank.”26
Thus, much of Arab officialdom as well as academic analysts were dismissive of
the Camp David framework and the ideas for resolving the conflict embedded therein.
But as the next section demonstrates, such a reading of U.S. policy missed the public and
private steps that demonstrated Carter’s genuine search for a resolution Palestinians could
ultimately embrace.
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II. Carter Policy

The Carter administration made a sincere effort to address Palestinian rights.
Particularly in 1977, the president himself publicly spoke about the issues in ways meant
to raise aspects of the Palestine question. Carter’s comments, in turn, generated
displeasure in Israel and among its supporters in the United States, displeasure that a
president who cared little for the Palestinian dimension would not likely have incurred.
Other issues, especially in 1977-1978, fit this pattern as well: attention to Palestinian
rights and the PLO, the repeated private expression of concerns about Israeli settlements,
and the work to move Begin’s position on withdrawal, UNSC resolution 242, and other
aspects of the ultimate agreement. These same examples are not consistent with a U.S.
desire to cover for Israeli expansionism.
Carter’s public rhetoric repeatedly tested the existing parameters of U.S. policy on
the Palestinian question. At a town meeting in Clinton, Massachusetts on March 16,
1977, Carter said one of the “ultimate” requirements for Middle East peace “has to be a
homeland provided for the Palestinian refugees.”27 Carter probably did not have an exact
map of the homeland in mind, but the term was meant to have “political content,” both to
demonstrate the Palestinian issue was more than just a “humanitarian” one and to make
clear there was a Palestinian dimension, not simply an Israeli-Jordanian one.28 While
Carter did not use the word ‘state,’ it was the first time a U.S. president had even gone as
far as using the word homeland. The term surely resonated in Israeli ears because it was
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the same term used in the 1917 Balfour declaration endorsing a Jewish homeland, a
British declaration that to this day is considered the cornerstone of the Zionist aspirations.
Carter made a number of other statements in an effort to facilitate a positive
negotiating outcome, but such statements often antagonized Israel. On March 9 and May
26, 1977, Carter mentioned the need for Israeli withdrawal to the 1967 lines with only
slight changes: “I would guess it would be some minor adjustments in the 1967 borders.
But that still remains to be negotiated.”29 On May 26, Carter also suggested a greater role
for past U.N. resolutions than Israel appreciated. On August 8, 1977, Carter told
reporters, “If the Palestinians will recognize the applicability of the United Nations
Resolution 242, then it would open up a new opportunity for us to start discussions with
them.”30 The U.S.-Soviet communiqué of October 1, 1977, including a call for “the
resolution of the Palestinian question, including insuring the legitimate rights of the
Palestinian people,” also angered Israel and its supporters. At Aswan, Egypt on January
4, 1978, Carter called for “withdrawal by Israel from territories occupied in 1967” and
referenced UNSC resolutions 242 and 338. He also sought “a resolution of the Palestinian
problem in all its aspects. The problem must recognize the legitimate rights of the
Palestinian people and enable the Palestinians to participate in the determination of their
own future.”31 On July 1, 1978, Carter said a Geneva conference, something his
administration had pursued prior to Sadat’s visit to Jerusalem in November 1977,
remained a fall back option and several Israeli newspapers reacted negatively. In short,
Carter did not hew to a line that kept the Begin government and the Israeli media
comfortable about the U.S. stance.
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The contention here is not that Carter himself necessarily saw these various
statements as a coherent package intended to move closer to the Palestinian position and
anger Israeli leaders. He may or may not have had such a wider perspective. He may have
thought he was noting favorable and unfavorable points for each and every party. The
U.S.-Soviet communiqué, for example, was followed on October 5, 1977, by a U.S.Israeli paper, negotiated by Carter, Vance, and Israeli Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan,
that angered Israel’s critics. Unlike the communiqué, the U.S.-Israeli paper referenced
UNSC resolution 242 and did not mention Israeli withdrawal or Palestinian “rights.” As
the Israeli daily newspaper Maariv claimed, “President Carter’s utterances on Middle
East questions are beginning to remind one of a see-saw.”32
Rather, the key point is that he made statements that pushed in new directions
and/or made vague notions more explicit. While the Carter administration frequently
invoked UNSC resolution 242 (1967), the resolution itself only considered the refugee
question, not the larger question of Palestinian self-determination. As Harold H.
Saunders, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Near Eastern and South Asian affairs, told
reporters, in 1978, “[y]ou have a strong Palestinian movement, which none of us took
account of in 1967.”33 Moreover, the question of whether the resolution called for a total
or partial Israeli withdrawal from the occupied territories remained hotly contested by the
adversaries. Yet Carter was willing to address these relevant issues as part of addressing
the Palestinian dimension of the peace process. “Tha [sic] [Camp David] agreements are
a new U.N. Resolution 242,” said one diplomat.34 Or, as one U.S. official told the UN
General Assembly, “We acknowledge that Resolution 242 does not deal with the political
dimension of the Palestinian issue, and at Camp David we tried to meet that need.”35
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One could reasonably argue that the U.S. position toward the Palestinians was
already changing under President Gerald Ford given the testimony of Saunders on
November 12, 1975. The Saunders statement put the Palestinian question at the “heart of
the conflict” and admitted its political dimension.36 At a minimum, then, the Carter
statements and the overall commitment to the Palestinian question detailed below greatly
reinforced the ground staked out in the Saunders document (especially given that then
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger had distanced himself from the Saunders statement in
public).
As a result, as the president was expanding the range of the discourse on the
Palestinian matter, other officials noted the concern that such positions generated in Israel
and among its supporters in the United States.37 When Carter publicly stated several ideas
including his contention that a final resolution should include only minor adjustments to
the 1967 lines, U.S. diplomats reported Israeli officials were “stunned” and “unpleasantly
surprised.”38 At home, on September 19, 1977, Roger Lewis, working in the White House
counsel’s office, and Edward Sanders, one of Carter’s liaisons to the Jewish community,
warned of American Jewish disenchantment with Carter. They wrote of a “growing
crisis” with fears about U.S. policy toward the PLO and “insensitivity toward Jewish
concerns” about Israel. The administration had “overreacted” on settlements and “had
developed an image of harshness toward Israel.” American Jews did not like Carter’s
frequent talk about the 1967 border and the Palestinians in general. Perhaps most
consequentially, “Israel’s staunchest supporters” (presumably in Congress) might not
support Carter on other foreign policy questions as a result of his Arab-Israeli stance.39
Morris Amitay, executive director of the American Israel Public Affairs Committee
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(AIPAC) during the Carter years, later confirmed these tensions: “By reaching out to
Palestinians in rhetoric Carter alienated the American Jewish community from the outset
of the administration.” AIPAC, Amitay added, “believed Carter, the State Department,
and the National Security Council were in fact hostile to Israel.”40
In July 1978, Zbigniew Brzezinski, assistant to the president for national security
affairs, urged the president to strategize in advance about dealing with troubled ties with
Israel. If the United States took certain positions in the peace process, the U.S.-Israeli
relationship would suffer. So Carter should think about how he wanted to handle such a
situation: “Do we have the political strength to manage prolonged strain in U.S.-Israeli
relations? What kind of forces can we marshal and in what manner in order to prevail?”
The U.S. response would likely require not only “major domestic efforts” but also
international elements. In terms of U.S. Mideast policy, was Carter ready, Brzezinski
wanted to know, “to see this matter through to the very end?” 41
In short, whether Carter intended to or not, these types of comments generated
Israeli displeasure, something one would not expect if Carter’s real goal was to allow
Israel to keep expanding settlements and avoiding withdrawal from the occupied
territories. Both Carter and Sadat were very aware of U.S. domestic politics including the
Jewish vote and the role of pro-Israeli organizations and members of Congress.
Domestic, pro-Israeli politics are a recurring feature of William B. Quandt’s seminal
book, Camp David.42 Quandt, a member of Carter’s NSC staff, later argued that the result
was that Carter toned down his statements over time, moving from “public diplomacy” in
1977 to “private exchanges” in 1978.43
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Palestine. Carter officials took the Palestinian question seriously. In the summer
of 1977, when the administration was still envisioning a Geneva-style multilateral
process, Vance traveled to the region to hear reactions to five U.S. principles for the
planned talks. One principle Vance raised was a “Non-militarized Palestinian entity with
self-determination by the Palestinians.” Vance also used terms such as “interim
‘trusteeship’” and then, when that proved unpopular with Arab officials, “transitional
administrative arrangements.” Both terms suggested a stopgap measure prior to a final
resolution.44 Just days before the Camp David summit, Carter told U.S. officials, “I want
to do something for the Palestinians.”45 In March 1979, before Brzezinski and Warren
Christopher, deputy secretary of state, headed to Saudi Arabia, they were told to
emphasize to Saudi leaders that the United States was “mindful of the legitimate rights of
the Palestinian people. We understand that true peace cannot be achieved until the
Palestinian issue is resolved.”46 Carter’s homeland comment, then, was not merely
rhetorical flourish but also something the United States was working on behind the
scenes.
In private, U.S. officials weighed options for how to find an area of overlap
between Egyptian, Israeli, and Palestinian interests. In a telling memo to Brzezinski,
Quandt warned that while the United States should aim for a “broadening of negotiations
to include the issues of the future of the West Bank-Gaza and the Palestinians,” the road
might lead to total stalemate or solely Egyptian-Israeli progress. He then highlighted that
such a broadening would require acceptance of several key points: an interim period of
Palestinian “self-government,” Israeli acceptance that 242 applies to the West Bank, and
the launch of a process for addressing the West Bank and Gaza’s “future status.” The
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memo made clear how hard it would be to get Israeli support: “I do not underestimate
how difficult it will be to meet these minimal requirements. I see no sign that Begin is
ready to accept the principle of withdrawal, to say nothing of the principle of selfdetermination.” Quandt’s memo is important not only because it demonstrates full U.S.
awareness of the limited room for maneuver given Israel’s position but also because the
memorandum explicitly laid out a pathway of compromise that while short of stated
Palestinian aspirations could function as a first step and thereby avoid deadlock.47 (Near
the end of the memo, Quandt accurately listed concerns that mirror the criticism of the
actual framework for peace signed at Camp David eight months later.) As Alfred “Roy”
Atherton, Assistant Secretary for Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs and then U.S.
Ambassador to Egypt, later noted, the gap between Egypt and Israel on Palestine, “was
not solvable in one step, and therefore we had to find intermediate steps. And that led to
the idea of transitional arrangements…”48
Saunders made similar points. He wrote the Secretary of State half a year later
that the U.S. ideas were “a genuine compromise between the Egyptian and Israeli
positions” and “could achieve peace, withdrawal, and sovereignty.” The U.S. approach
was “a fair middle course.”49 When Saunders urged the United States to delay a UNSC
debate on a Palestinian resolution, he noted that the resolution would not produce
“concrete results” for the Palestinians. Rather, the “only” place that could produce a
breakthrough was the U.S.-led talks.50 In the autonomy talks, the U.S. policy on
Palestinians was explicitly understood to be an alternative to outright pursuit of a twostate solution: “The effort to achieve full autonomy for the Palestinians in the West Bank
and Gaza is our response to the plea from most of the people of the Middle East to
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promise the Palestinians a state of their own.” Moreover, it was a viable alternative if
fully implemented. The United States did not need to achieve a Palestinian state; “we can
convince [the Arabs] of progress with less.” The beginning of the end of the Israeli
occupation and the start of Palestinian autonomy “could be an important step forward.”51
In 1977, the United States tried to draw the PLO into talks, but the effort did not
succeed. In terms of the larger significance of this episode, this American approach to the
PLO would not have been necessary had Washington simply been covering for Israeli
policy. The United States worked in secret in 1977 to get Arafat to accept resolution 242,
going so far as to write the words he needed to say. In September, Brzezinski sent a
private envoy, Landrum Bolling, the former president of Earlham College, to meet with
Arafat in Beirut. Brzezinski briefed Bolling as to what the PLO would need to do, but
Bolling was not able to get Arafat to say the magic words. Bolling described U.S. policy
to Arafat as the “opening of the gate” but would not promise the “creation” of a
Palestinian state. Arafat wanted to move forward but was outvoted on the PLO executive
committee.52 The PLO would not endorse 242 without a guarantee that the process would
lead to PLO-led Palestinian state. With that, Quandt later recalled, the United States put
on “ice” the question of drawing the PLO into the process.53
What Carter would not do was endorse a Palestinian state, though it appears U.S.
officials presented him with such a proposal at the start of his presidency. A largely still
classified document, circa February 1977, is quite suggestive on this point. Though the
text of the document is not available, the maps and section dividers make it appear to be a
comprehensive plan for each track of the peace process. In addition to sections on “W.
Bank/Gaza/Palestinians” (Roman numeral III) and on Jerusalem (IV), the document
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includes two maps of the West Bank. On one map, a hand-drawn line, labeled “Israeli
Withdrawal Line,” excludes the Etzion bloc and the Jordan Valley. The map is titled
“ISRAEL-JORDAN/PALESTINE – FIRST Stage (West Bank Portion).” The other map,
“ISRAEL-JORDAN/PALESTINE – SECOND STAGE (West Bank Portion),” notes the
“Final Border” with Israel retaining only the Etzion bloc, Latrun salient, and few other
spots along the Green line. The document also included Sinai and Golan maps and IsraelEgypt and Israel-Syria sections.54
In a cover note, Quandt told the president that only eight people, including
Quandt, Atherton, Saunders, Vance, and Carter knew this document existed, suggesting
the highly sensitive nature of U.S. officials discussing a Palestinian state. In his reply to
Quandt, Carter rejected the approach outlined in the document because “this probably
asks too much of Israel.” Carter then outlined a different option that accurately described
his later policy: “Let’s stick to our specific items: a) ’67 borders, minor adjustments; b)
real peace; c) palestine homeland; refugee problem resolved; d) no specifics re Jerusalem;
no PLO contact absent UN 242 endorsement, etc.”55 Even later, heading into the Camp
David summit, Carter thought none of the three leaders “preferred an independent
Palestinian state.”56
Settlements. The United States was very concerned about Israeli settlements.
When Carter met Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, Ha’aretz reported, he told the
Israeli prime minister “that the U.S. objects to any settlement in the occupied
territories.”57 Carter, U.S. Ambassador to Israel Samuel Lewis recalled, “viewed them as
illegal and unjustified.”58 In early May, Carter had U.S. officials privately protest the
establishment of a new Israeli settlement at Mes’ha.59 In the summer of 1977, Vance
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privately told Israeli leaders the United States did not accept the “legitimacy” of
settlements.60 In mid-1977, Begin promised Vance that Israel would limit itself to six to
eight new settlements “on land within present military bases or on government-owned
land.”61 After Israel approved three new settlements in August, Carter reminded Begin
privately that settlements were illegal and that Carter might need to reaffirm publicly the
1967 border if Begin continued in this direction. The State Department also publicly
condemned the Israeli move.62
In a September 1977 meeting at the White House, Carter reminded Dayan that the
“U.S. has always felt that Israeli settlements on the West Bank are illegal.” With Carter,
Dayan promised settlers would only enter in six “military camps” – what Israel called
Nahal units – and, more broadly, “no settlement would stand in the way of peace.” Carter
reacted by saying he was “still quite concerned about settlements. We consider them to
be in violation of the Geneva conference.”63 Dayan’s promise was “the second best and
not the best.” The president also asked Dayan to minimize the publicity surrounding
settlements or new settlers.64
In early January 1978, Israel announced new settlements in Sinai, angering Carter
and sparking another U.S. missive. In a letter to Begin a few days later, Carter clearly
spelled out the U.S. position: “On numerous occasions since [September 26, 1967],
United States representatives have expressed the disapproval of, and opposition to, the
establishment of Israeli settlements in the occupied territories” because they contravene
the Geneva convention and “are prejudicial to the achievement of a Middle East peace
settlement.” Carter noted Dayan’s words the previous September. Later in the letter
Carter warned Begin that it “would be particularly regrettable if a serious setback to the
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current peace process were to be perceived as a result of Israeli action on settlements.”65
For the rest of 1978, the Israeli government did not establish any more settlements.66
In April 1978, Brzezinski was again reviewing the settlement situation for the
president. For Begin, Brzezinski wrote, the Dayan statements were “no longer valid.” A
different, temporary Israeli freeze also had “now ended.” Begin declined to stop West
Bank settlements but would have “due regard for political considerations,” apparently a
faint nod to U.S. opposition. Brzezinski concluded: “On ideological and political
grounds, Begin is simply not prepared to agree to a full moratorium on all settlement
activity. If we hope to persuade Begin to show restraint on this issue, we will have to
remind him frequently of our strong opposition to further settlement activity.”67 U.S.
officials recognized the Begin government’s deep attachment to the settlement project but
were committed to continuing to try to slow it to help advance the diplomatic process.
Even in failure, the U.S. effort to achieve a 12-month settlement freeze at the
Camp David summit illustrated the Carter administration’s anti-settlement position.
Initially, the United States wanted a paragraph on freezing settlements included in the
main text of the framework. In the American “Draft Joint Statement” written before
Camp David, the point is clear: “During these negotiations68 no new Israeli settlements
will be established, and there will be no expansion of existing settlements.” (Carter added
the hand-written underline on his copy.)69 At the end of the summit’s third day, Carter
told Sadat: “our hope is that they will stop building settlements in the West Bank and
remove them from Sinai.”70 Later at Camp David, Begin said he would agree to a freeze
only in a separate letter to Carter. “On that basis,” Vance explained, “we agreed to drop
from the draft comprehensive accord our proposed language on a settlement
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moratorium.”71 The United States drafted a letter, Begin re-wrote it, and returned it to the
United States after the public signing ceremony for the rest of the main agreement.
An American-Israeli dispute immediately broke out as to how long the freeze
would last. During the freeze, Israel could thicken existing settlements but not construct
new settlements.72 A controversy erupted over the length of the freeze, with Carter and
Vance believing Begin had promised at Camp David to stay the building for the length of
the Palestinian autonomy talks. Begin’s letter only mentioned three months, the length of
time set aside for Egyptian-Israeli talks to conclude a peace treaty following the Camp
David accords.73 With the public treaty signing ceremony behind them, U.S. officials had
little short-term leverage with which to press Begin. It was, Steven L. Spiegel later wrote,
Carter’s “greatest error of the conference.”74
As talks stalled in late 1978, Brzezinski urged the president to press Israel on
settlements and other issues and to raise the possibility that Israeli intransigence would
negatively affect U.S.-Israeli relations. He feared Begin would not allow the Palestinians
to have “real powers.” The United States, Begin should be told, would reduce future aid
“by whatever amounts the Israeli government allocates to support of the settlements.” He
repeated the U.S. opposition to “illegal settlements” and the willingness to vote against
them at the United Nations. The United States would convey to Begin that if Israel were
to cause a “deadlock in negotiations because of a failure to honor the spirit of the Camp
David agreements, U.S.-Israeli relations will be adversely and tangibly affected.” He then
suggested that Israel be told Israeli-induced deadlock would lead the United States to stop
acting as an intermediary; Washington also might raise the “Middle East issue” at the
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UNSC.75 As Carter pondered a trip to Egypt and Israel in early March 1979, Brzezinski
continued to advocate pressing Israel for “an informal de facto settlement freeze.”76
In May 1979, in preparing for the autonomy talks, “it was generally agreed that
the best issue on which to take a stand is Israeli settlement activity.” This general
agreement came despite the experience of the previous fall, Carter and Begin’s sharp
disagreement after Camp David about the length of the settlement freeze which Begin
had accepted at the summit. This general agreement also prompted Robert S. Strauss,
Carter’s personal representative to the Middle East whose job was to oversee the
autonomy talks, to emphasize “the importance of preparing the way carefully in Congress
and the American Jewish community first.”77 In an earlier memo leading up to the
autonomy talks, however, Vance told the president that in terms of U.S. domestic politics,
he thought settlements were the best issue on which to challenge Israel: “A final factor to
be kept in mind is that, of all the issues with Israel, this is the one on which we can expect
the best support from the U.S. public and Congress.”78
Carter-Begin. Carter and other U.S. officials were displeased with Begin’s
position on autonomy, a further hint that they wanted genuine self-rule and did not seek
to provide cover for the Israeli occupation and settlement project. At the summit, Begin
and Carter frequently argued over the major issues. On September 10, 1978, for example,
Carter told Begin that “What you want to do is make the West Bank part of Israel.”
Vance added, “The whole idea is to let the people govern themselves.” After Begin
replied, Carter kept at it: “If I were an Arab, I would prefer the present Israeli occupation
to this proposal of yours.” On many occasions, Carter was frustrated after fighting with
Begin to broaden the agreement.79 After the accords, Carter was also upset by Begin’s
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public comments that seemed to narrow and undermine what Israel had agreed to do in
the accords.80 Vance later reiterated that despite the failed effort at gaining a settlement
moratorium, “[t]he long-standing position of the United States on settlements was that
they were contrary to international law and were an obstacle to peace.”81 If the United
States had wanted to cover for Israeli expansionism, it would not have privately pressed
Israel to curtail that expansion.
In terms of what was agreed to at the Camp David summit, the United States
pushed Israel on several fronts. While the result was not Israeli capitulation, Israel did
move on some meaningful issues as can be seen by comparing the Camp David
framework (September 1978) with Begin’s own plan (December 1977).
Begin’s 26-point plan offered a limited version of Palestinian self-rule. Israel
would abolish the military government, Palestinians would elect an Administrative
Council for the West Bank and Gaza to run civil affairs, and Israel would retain
responsibility for “security and public order.” Israeli settlements would stay in place.
Palestinians would have the option of Jordanian or Israeli citizenship. A committee,
including Israel, would determine the “norms” that would govern immigration, a slight
nod to the Palestinian refugees. The future was largely ignored, with two important
exceptions. First, “Israel stands by its right and its claim of sovereignty to Judea, Samaria
and the Gaza district. In the knowledge that other claims exist, it proposes, for the sake of
the agreement and the peace, that the question of sovereignty in these areas be left open.”
Second, the “principles” would be reviewed after five years.82 The plan did not mention
UNSC Resolution 242 or Israeli withdrawal (According to Atherton, Begin “wanted not
to have to negotiate over withdrawal from the West Bank and Gaza.”83)
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Carter decided to try to build on Begin’s plan, and thus a close reading of the
Framework for Peace in the Middle East peace signed at Camp David demonstrates the
modifications from Begin’s plan. First, UNSC Resolution 242 was the “agreed basis” for
peace. Second, the plan emphasized that it was not a final resolution but rather “full
autonomy” for a “transitional” period. Whereas Begin’s plan could be thought of as
perpetually renewable, the U.S. implication was that the “transitional arrangement” was a
starting point, not a new but indefinite status quo.
Third, the U.S. plan offered a specific mechanism for developing a permanent, as
opposed to transitional, solution: negotiations between Egypt, Israel, Jordan, and “the
elected representatives of the inhabitants of the West Bank and Gaza.” These negotiations
would take place during the transitional period and address boundaries and security
arrangements as well as settle on a solution that recognized “the legitimate rights of the
Palestinian people.” Begin’s plan had not offered any mechanism for negotiations about
the future other than the review after five years. Fourth, as noted, the plan explicitly
mentioned a crucial component of UNSC resolution 242, Israeli withdrawal.
Thus, the United States challenged core elements of Begin’s vision for the future,
albeit in a gradual manner. The United States was “carving out some rather shaky middle
ground.”84 U.S. policymakers tried to stretch the Israeli plan so that it not only included
more substance but also so that it led to a new process or mechanism to address the longterm aspects of the Palestinian question. These were absent from Begin’s plan because
Begin had no desire to deepen Palestinian options for the future.

III. Begin’s Politics, Transformation, and U.S. Leverage
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Begin and his government’s political stance greatly limited what the United States
could accomplish on the Palestinian question. Begin’s stance directly led U.S.
policymakers to aim for more modest advances on the Palestinian front.85 U.S. officials
saw their position – what became the framework in the Camp David accords – was the
best option given the political context in which Egypt and Israel would only agree to
certain aspects. In other words, had the United States held out for everything (e.g.,
immediate Israeli withdrawal to the 1967 lines; or, an explicit endpoint of Palestinian
independence), it would most likely have achieved progress neither on the Palestinian
front nor on the Egyptian-Israeli one. On Palestine, some process was better than nothing,
especially given that Carter was unwilling to sanction Israel as a form of pressure.
Furthermore, some Carter officials hoped that Camp David was the start of an
open-ended process that would lead to a mutually agreed-upon final resolution. The
process could outlast Begin and a right-wing government or even transform interests and
ultimately overcome the political limits Carter faced. This last point helps explain why
some process was better than no process; once the United States got the ball rolling,
previously foreclosed options might become possible.
Carter made a pragmatic judgment that Begin would not commit to Israeli
withdrawal or Palestinian self-determination and then operated within those parameters to
seek an agreement. Carter was not alone in such a judgment. When the Likud party
triumphed in the May 1977 elections, Arab parties widely assumed Begin would not
leave the West Bank.86 According to Lewis, from the beginning, “Begin made indelibly
clear that he would never yield any of the occupied areas of Judea and Samaria for peace,
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nor would he stop advocating and supporting Jewish settlements there.” But this did not
stop Carter who, “never gave up trying to dent Begin’s resolve in the interest of his
highest priority project: achieving peace for Israel with all its neighbors, including the
Palestinians.”87
The Begin government repeatedly stressed the limits of its policies and likely
concessions. Begin told Vance “he would not be the Prime Minister who agreed to
withdrawal from Judea and Samaria.”88 Begin, Brzezinski wrote Carter, did not believe
that 242 required Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank and Gaza.89 In the summer of
1978, Israeli leaders made clear to Vance that “a prior commitment to full withdrawal by
Israel to the 1967 lines as a precondition to negotiations was totally unacceptable.”90
Israel took a firmer position than either the United States or Egypt. The words linked to
Quandt’s description of Begin are telling: “rock hard,” “rigidity,” “major obstacle,” “six
noes,” “would never budge.”91 Lewis concurred: “Begin, of course, had no intention ever
of getting out of the West Bank or Gaza. He believed that they were not only historically
important to Israel's legacy as the Jewish nation, but also the security risks were
overwhelming.” In sum, Quandt later recalled, “We never quite figured out how to get
around Begin or work through him or work over his head or behind his back. I cannot
stress to you how difficult that turned out to be.”92
Begin’s fixed position had an impact on his negotiating adversaries. According to
Quandt, “Sadat, like Carter, was eventually worn down by Begin’s adamant refusal to
dilute Israel’s claim to the West Bank.”93 Vance later described the accords as “the outer
margins of the possible at that time.”94 Though Vance wrote the president that Arab
actors wanted a broader process than Camp David and one that included an a priori
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commitment to Palestinian self-determination, Vance concluded that “[a]t the moment,
however, we do not have a workable alternative.”95 It was “the only politically viable
avenue available.”96 Lewis summed it up this way: “One should not, in these kinds of
situations, allow the best to be the enemy of the better.”97 So if the United States insisted
on either withdrawal or self-determination, there would be no Egyptian-Israeli agreement.
In 1978, Carter rejected the need for tight linkage between an Egyptian-Israeli deal and
an answer to the Palestinian question.98
Two memoranda illustrate the way in which the political reality moved the United
States toward an interim approach or partial resolution for the West Bank and Gaza. On
September 9, 1977, Quandt wrote Brzezinski that the United States risked “an impasse in
our diplomatic effort” and then concisely delineated three elements of the Israeli position
and three of the Arab political positions that meant negotiations were “not imminent.”
Thus, he argued, Washington needed to fashion an alternate approach: “For the moment,
we should try to get the concepts of an interim regime and self-determination established,
along with the means for setting up an interim regime.” Brzezinski asked Quandt to add
this memorandum to a “book” of related material for the president.99
A memorandum from April 1978 joined together the idea of Israel’s hardline
position and the U.S. desire for a transformative process. After talks with Dayan, David
Korn, of the Department of State’s policy planning staff, concluded that the Begin
government “is not interested in security arrangements and guarantees for the West Bank
if given in the context of the return of Arab control (sovereignty) over the area.”
Moreover, Arab and other actors may well view Israeli plans for addressing the West
Bank as “a cynical scheme for perpetuating Israeli control.”100 Despite such concerns,
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Korn advocated moving forward because “to wait until we think we can get Israeli
agreement would be to postpone actions indefinitely and in the meantime to
concede…the loss of the possibility of bringing about internal changes in Israel.”101
Korn’s memo highlights the crucial link between Israel as an obstacle to further advances
on the Palestinian question and thus the U.S. hope of transforming or moving past the
existing Israeli government.
Saunders illustrated the choice in a briefing to prepare Vance for a visit to Egypt
and Israel in August 1978. Saunders explicitly framed the question that Vance should
present to Sadat as “a choice between two alternatives.” One option, that Saunders did
not favor, was to “insist” that Israel commit from the start to evacuate the occupied
territories. Saunders preferred a second alternative, “the course we propose.” Start to
wind down the Israeli occupation and establish “a Palestinian Authority.” The parties
would also pledge to negotiate a final resolution during that time. If, in the interim, the
Palestinians are “responsible” and do not threaten Israel, it will be “very difficult” to
dislodge them.102
To be clear, Begin’s view of the West Bank forced the United States to the “much
more cumbersome exercise” of self-rule and an interim process.103 The United States
realized Begin would not accept Palestinian self-determination and statehood, despite
pushing “him over and over and over on this.”104 The United States got as much as it
could:

Did we knowingly throw the Palestinian issue under the bus in order to get the
[Egypt-Israel treaty] and I think the answer is no, we tried to get as much as we
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could including the freeze on settlements and we couldn’t get it at the end of the
day because there are limits to what even a very powerful American president can
do given our politics and given the Israelis’ capacity to push back and say we’re
not going to move on that. I think we got probably about as much as we could.105

In short, “the Camp David accords and the thinking behind them represented pretty much
middle of the road thinking about where this problem should go and how it should turn
out.”106
Transformation. Carter officials also saw the process as a beginning, not an end,
in relation to both the Begin government and a wider transformation. Vance later
explained the U.S. position: “Under existing political conditions, more could not be
expected from Israel. But if successful, the plan might set in motion a process that could,
under the right circumstances, lead to Palestinian self-determination consistent with the
security of Israel.”107 Formally, this meant putting off the final decision for a few years
(the five-year interim stage) and hoping that in the meantime the initial stages of the
process would start to transform Arabs and Israelis. The Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty was
only a “first step toward a wider peace.”108
The first hope was that the new political process might outlast Begin. If Begin and
his Likud-led government were replaced by a more compromising Israeli government and
a new, non-PLO Palestinian leadership arose through the elections in the Camp David
agreement, a more extensive agreement might come about.109 Begin himself expressed a
similar idea:
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So he at one point says look, as long as I am prime minister, I can tell you, I will
never agree to withdrawal from the West Bank. I just won’t, it’s not in me, it’s my
whole makeup, and ideology and belief is that it is wrong. But I won’t be prime
minister forever and maybe in the future somebody will have a different view.
And I won’t annex the territory. I promise you we won’t annex it. But I will never
do withdrawal. So partly our idea on the transition was maybe we can get through
the Begin era and eventually somebody will be prepared to contemplate
withdrawal and Palestinian rights and so forth and so on. That was the logic, that
was the five-year transition. No guarantee but at least we got the promise of no
annexation.110

Or, to put it more succinctly, “after Begin was out of office, peace could be traded for
land.”111
The second, and more fundamental, hope was that a negotiating process could
transform interests and objectives. If Egypt, the self-proclaimed leader of the Arab world,
could make peace with Israel, so could other Arab actors. Sadat saw himself as a role
model.112 Egypt led the Arab world in war and would do so in turning to peace. Even
limited negotiations on the Palestinian question could start to change the public and elite
mindset about what was possible.113 Moreover, this first peace agreement might “reduce
Israeli fears and security concerns.”114 The implicit answer to the critics’ objection is that
the Carter administration believed over time it could overcome Israel’s objections to a
two-state solution. As Saunders explained, “we see these negotiations as a beginning, a
setting in motion of a process.” He added that resolving one issue would help resolve the
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next one because “with each act of trust the next act requiring even greater trust becomes
more possible. This is not a platitude – it is simply a practical reality basic to any
negotiating process.”115
One anecdote from the Camp David summit itself typified U.S. hopes for how the
entire process might unfold in the ensuing months and years. At one point, Osama Al-Baz
(Egypt) and Meir Rosenne (Israel) sat down for a meeting and began debating about
“previous Mideast agreements.” According to an Israeli source, the debate proved fruitful
even if neither interlocutor capitulated: “I don't know that anybody won on points. But
our side became gradually convinced that the Egyptians took the summit seriously. They
weren’t there just to torpedo it.”116 The act of being part of the same talks and exchanging
ideas had, in a small but important way, started to modify beliefs about the other side.
Such sentiments of transformation dovetailed with those of outsiders like the
prominent journalist I.F. Stone. In the aftermath of Camp David, he wrote, “The
agreements cannot be read with legal, myopic eyes; they are dynamic triggers of
change.”117 It would not be an easy process but an opening existed: “There will be a
screaming cacophony of confusion as the details are hammered out. But the opportunities
are there, and they must not be lost to sight.”118 The final outcome was not spelled out,
but a pathway had been brought into being that might lead in one of several directions.
As part of the diplomatic process, Carter expected at least Jordan if not Saudi
Arabia to support the Camp David framework and begin participating in the
negotiations.119 (Or, more accurately, Saudi Arabia would provide political support for
Jordan to become an active participant.) At key diplomatic moments – September 1978
and March 1979 – the United States dispatched high-level delegations to meet with
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Jordanian and Saudi leaders. Some reports from meetings with Jordanians offered reason
for hope.120 The Washington Post reported on the administration’s initial optimism:
“White House aides seem convinced that the Saudis will go along and bring with them
Jordan's King Hussein, who is essential to making the complex set of negotiations laid
out for the West Bank and the Gaza Strip work.”121
In the few weeks after Camp David, convincing other Arab parties to join the
process was not out of the question. Carter “thought he had achieved enough, including in
terms of Palestinian rights, that others would join in.”122 To Saunders, the Palestinians
should have used the framework to “get yourselves established in the West Bank and
Gaza and ultimately you’ll be negotiating final status from that basis.”123 At the time,
Jordan sent the United States a list of questions about Camp David. Carter signed off on
the U.S. answers. Saunders then “took it out to King Hussein and I think the Jordanians
were interested, they asked the questions, but they weren’t, they didn’t see that it opened
the door to them.” The United States shared the same answers with the PLO after Arafat
queried the United States through backchannels. Arafat “was intrigued. He didn’t quite
know what Camp David meant. There is a period of about a month before the Arab
consensus congealed that this was really a disaster for the Palestinians.”124 Camp David
was not a dead letter; the door was slightly, if fleetingly, ajar.
But, as noted earlier in this article, the U.S. effort toward Jordan, the PLO, and
Saudi Arabia was ultimately a failure. Months later, Strauss observed that, “Arab
opposition to Sadat is deeper than expected.”125 The United States misjudged the likely
Arab reaction to the deal. Without Jordan and without the Palestinians, as Carter himself
publicly admitted, “the progress we can make will be limited.” Still, the president added,
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a “wonderful door” had been opened, and he hoped one day more parties would
participate.126
Arabs might have been more accepting of the Camp David process “if the U.S.
could produce an Israeli agreement to suspend the establishment of new settlements in
the West Bank and Gaza during the negotiations.” The Begin-Carter disagreement over a
freeze after Camp David had a negative effect: “The Arabs watched the Israelis stand us
off on this issue after Camp David and believe that, if we cannot resolve this key issue,
there is little chance of our producing an agreement on Palestinian control over “their
own” land.”127 Vance’s observation here is especially important because it suggests the
wider impact on U.S. credibility of what at first glance might seem to be only one
specific setback for U.S. policymakers. In considering different U.S. options regarding
Israeli settlements, Vance reiterated the point:

…more than any other single issue, the Arabs see our positions on the settlements
as the litmus test of our intentions in the West Bank/Gaza negotiations. A position
of silence or passivity on our part in the face of apparently unrestrained settlement
activity will make it far more difficult to carry out an effective plan to draw
Palestinians into the negotiations.128

When Atherton met with Palestinians from the West Bank and Gaza just after the
summit, “The one question that they asked above all else was: What about this
commitment that Israel is not going to put any more settlements in our territory?” The
U.S. failure on the freeze, Atherton concluded, “ended whatever chance there was of
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winning Palestinian and other Arab acceptance of the Camp David Accords.”129 Hermann
F. Eilts, U.S. Ambassador to Egypt, concurred: “Had we in fact obtained that kind of
agreement in writing we could probably have sold what was a vague document, West
Bank-Gaza as far as Palestinian rights were concerned, to the other Arabs.”130
Leverage. The United States did have one other policy instrument but Carter, like
most other U.S. presidents, declined to use material pressure to get Israel to freeze
settlements or withdraw from the West Bank. Whether due to Israel’s position, domestic
politics, or other factors, Carter would not use aid to Israel to change Israel’s peace
process stance.131 Internally, Edward Sanders drafted a memo to Carter warning that U.S.
pressure on Israel to try to get a settlement freeze would backfire. Sanders argued it
would be counter-productive and make a peaceful outcome and Israeli cooperation less
likely. He concluded by endorsing a low-key approach: “Even as the Israelis take
provocative actions in the weeks ahead, our wisest course remains the road of patience,
perseverance, and persuasion.”132 Lewis agreed: “And I said to everybody that with
Begin, honey would get us a lot farther than vinegar. And I still believe to this day that
was the right advice.”133
The settlement freeze dispute after the summit provided a perfect example of the
U.S. unwillingness to use material pressure on Israel. With Carter and Begin each
claiming the Israeli freeze was to last for a different amount of time, the United States
considered sanctions. U.S. officials drafted a memo for Carter with all the possible
options for dealing with Begin. One option was severe: “freeze military transfers and
technology and intelligence cooperation, all these heavy-hitting things that probably no
president enjoys the idea that you’re going to have to do things like that. But they are the
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levers you have.”134 But Carter decided not to use these levers, and Begin did not budge
on the freeze. One does not know whether U.S. sanctions would have led to Israeli
concessions or simply a deterioration in U.S.-Israeli relations.
At the end of the day, Israel worked with the United States to achieve an
Egyptian-Israeli treaty. So Israel was making some concessions but not across the board
in a way that was likely to yield a comprehensive solution. Meanwhile, Sadat was willing
to cut a deal with Israel; when Carter saw that, his push for peace on all fronts lessened.
Withholding aid from Israel might or might not have helped on Palestinian matters, but it
easily could have undermined the drive for an Egyptian-Israeli treaty as well.135

IV. Conclusion

President Jimmy Carter, whose foreign policy is often talked about in terms of
moralism and a commitment to human rights, made a pragmatic decision in the ArabIsraeli arena. He got what he could get, meaning a treaty between Egypt and Israel, and a
new package of ideas on Palestinian matters that were neither Begin nor the PLO’s
preferred position. The United States did not adopt the PLO’s core demands: guarantee of
Palestinian statehood and the PLO’s position as the sole, legitimate representative of the
Palestinian people. Although in 1977 President Carter sought a resumption of the Geneva
conference in order to achieve a comprehensive Arab-Israeli peace, he ended up settling
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for a bilateral breakthrough, Egypt-Israel, and the hope that autonomy talks would be
enough to get a process going to address the Palestinian question.
Instead of accepting the PLO platform, Carter officials put forward an agreement
on how to start a process that might outlast Israel’s right-wing government or might even
start to transform how the different actors looked at the range of what was possible. As
they did this, Carter officials pushed back against Israeli policy. The Carter
administration did not simply accept whatever Israel said and provide cover for Israeli
occupation and settlements. It opposed settlements, pressed for a settlement freeze,
advocated for some political movement on the Palestinian question, and did other things
that when taken together indicate a genuine U.S. desire to address Palestinian needs. That
process did not succeed, but it may very well have been the only approach that might
have worked given the limits on Carter’s policy. A process that failed may nonetheless
have been a genuine effort to attain a resolution.
Some previous scholars have emphasized the pragmatic aspect of Carter’s policy
on the Palestinian question, and this article has attempted to deepen support for that
claim. It has also highlighted the transformational element as well, something that has not
received much attention in the past. In making these claims, this article rejected two other
interpretations in the literature. The accords did have limits and shortcomings, but they
did not preclude the possibility of a resolution. Carter officials created a process that
could have led to genuine Palestinian self-determination. Moreover, the Carter
administration did not quietly accept the Israeli position and Israeli expansionism but
rather regularly challenged the Begin government on settlement, withdrawal, and the
question of Palestine.
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More than three decades after Carter left office, the Egyptian-Israeli treaty still
held, and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict remained unresolved. With the treaty, Egypt
implicitly recognized Israel’s superior strategic position, thereby removing the possibility
of a united Arab conventional attack on Israel. On the Palestinian question, Israeli and
U.S. leaders came to talk openly of a two-state solution. Not only, as the Carter
administration hoped, did the Palestinian issue have a clear political dimension, but the
long-held goal of statehood was embraced in terms of rhetoric. That said, neither the Oslo
process based on ideas from the Camp David accords nor later negotiations were able to
put the rhetorical aspirations into practice. The future of Palestinian self-determination
remains uncertain.
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